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M OTIVATION : S TRAGGLER D ETECTION
In data centers, unbalanced or limited resources slow down certain
tasks. These tasks are called stragglers. The focus of our research is
to investigate the causes of stragglers in a Lenovo data center. We
analyzed response times through the use of the so-called Hound
methodology [1]. We discussed performance anomalies with Lenovo
and created a monitoring framework that flags stragglers in real time.
Additionally, we sought to generalize Hound into a format that can be
applied to numerous data centers.

L ENOVO D ATASET
• The Lenovo data center has three machines.
• Each machine contains dozens of containers, also known as jobs,
each of which runs part of a service. Examples of services are
"carts" and "front-end."
• Variable values are recorded in thirty second intervals.
• Each time stamp entry contains its container ID, response time, and
usage statistics, known as features.
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Figure 2: The four steps of the extended Hound framework

1. Processing: Pre-processing identifies features significantly related
to response time via a paired t-test and samples the slower input
tasks through parallelized weighted sampling [2].
2. Base Learners: Each base learner creates a causality profile that
quantifies the relationship between features, including various
machine statistics, and response time.
• Predictive: Bagging Augmented Elastic Net
• Dependence: Signed Schweizer-Wolff Dependence
• Causal: Rubin Causal Inference with Adaboost

Figure 1: Example of Lenovo data format

The goal of running Hound on the Lenovo dataset is to determine
which of the recorded features are the primary causes of higher
response times for each container and overall.

3. Meta Learners: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) finds patterns
among causality profiles and creates causal topics. These causal
topics consist of related features that commonly have a significant
relationship with response time.
4. Ensemble: Affinity Propagation (AP) combines LDA topics to
provide a detailed analysis of straggler causes [3]. These causes
can then be mapped back to explain particular stragglers.
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Each base learner creates a causality profile for every job. All of the
profiles created by a single base learner makes up a corpus, from
which topics are generated.

A single base learner creates 4-6 LDA topics per service with enough
jobs. In total, there are 7 services, for a combined 106 topics.
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Figure 3: Base Learner outputs (right) are fed to LDA, creating descriptive topics (left).

These causality profiles result in three coefficients relating response
time to a given feature, each via a different base learner. Notice that
coefficients tend to have the same sign across base learners.

Figure 5: Clusters of all LDA Topics from all base learners.

Because many of these are similar, we create clusters via Affinity Propagation and calculate average weights for each cluster. These are the
three ensemble topics with the highest coverage, where coverage is the
proportion of jobs at least partially explained by the topic.

Figure 6: Ensemble topics and job coverage.
Figure 4: Example of three causality profile outputs for a single job.

Once causality profiles and subsequent LDA topics have been
produced for each job, these topic results can be aggregated into
ensemble topics.

Once the ensemble topics for the data set have been assembled, one
can map them back to particular jobs. In this way, we are able to
explain the causes of particular stragglers in the data set. This is also
helpful in demonstrating the differing causes of stragglers across
different services in the data set.

A N E XAMPLE J OB

F UTURE W ORK

For a particular job in the dataset, Hound outputs can be applied to explain stragglers. The
following is an example result for the job "front-end-79f895cb65-dmwsg," in which the ensemble
topics are mapped back to explain stragglers in the particular job. As shown, container memory
usage (+) and machine CPU usage (+) are deemed most responsible for the response time, with
the (+)’s meaning there is a positive relationship between each feature and the response time.
These results are corroborated by the subsequent time series, which shows how all three of
these variables behave over the course of a day’s worth of data.

1. Rescheduling: We hope to create a
rescheduling schema capable of analyzing
job performance and determining
appropriate countermeasures. This
includes an algorithm that can flag
under-performing jobs and then assess
how to reschedule the job/process to
optimize data center performance.
2. Near real time detection: We want to
optimize Hound to diagnose jobs as data
comes in, so that datacenters can detect
and reschedule in near real time.
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